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Nationally, there is only a handful of
programs that can compare with Wright
State's Applied Behavioral Science, where
currently the spotlight is on

By Tom Ellerbrock
It would be difficult to find an adult in this
country who does not personally know
someone who has suffered a heart attack.
But how many people would know what to
do should someone have a heart attack in
their presence? What would you do?

Heart disease is the number one killer in
the United States, taking the lives of over
650,000 people each year. Looking a bit
closer to home, there were 894 deaths of
Dayton residents in 1975 due to heart
attack. For the same year, there were
1,804 heart-attack deaths in Montgomery
County.
According to Dr. Robert J. Huszar, in his
book, Emergency Cardiac Care, the
mortality rate used to be considerably
higher, but since the early 1960s, hospital
coronary care units have drastically
reduced the number of deaths from tieart
disease. There has been very little
improvement, however, in prehospital
coronary care-that is, taking steps to
avoid heart disease, and knowing what to
do if someone close to you suffers an
attack.
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It has been estimated that 40 to 70 percent
of all persons who experience acute
myocardial infarction (massive heart
attack) die before reaching the hospital.
That's a shocking and unnecessarily high
percentage of lost lives-especially since
an estimated six to ten percent of all heart
attack patients could be saved if they were
reached sooner and treated by
paramedical personnel trained in
prehospital coronary care.
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In light of such frightening facts, Wright
State's Applied Behavioral Science
program (ABS) has launched a
three-pronged project which will reach out
to virtually every adult in the city of
Fairborn. It all started when the Fairborn
~
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But what about the ABS program; just what
is it, and what does it seek to do? Helen
Klein will tell you that ABS" . . . is the
only program of its kind in Ohio, and one of
only a handful nationwide." Now in its third
year, the program was developed as a
direct response to community needs, in Dr
Klein's words, " . . . to establish a good
scientific base for program planning,
implementation, and evaluation." It's a
multidisciplinary graduate-level program,
drawing its faculty from WSU's
departments of
sociology/anthropology/social work,
political science, psychology, speech
communication, geograph •,and
psychiatry.
"The word 'Applied' is important," says

"Another student, Carol Patrick, became
concerned with youngsters who had
already experienced at least one brush
with the law. Her project was entitled
'Diverting Status Offenders,' and it had to
do with alternatives to the judicial process
in dealing with these youngsters.
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Tips on Tackling a
Resume, p. 6

The Heart Saver
Quiz, p. 2
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"Several of our students are already
1
working in community agencies while
working toward their master's degrees. We
encourage that because it helps
underscore the relevant training they are
receiving."

I

That training falls into five specialized
areas: deviance and corrections, training
and motivating skilled performance, public
policy and organizational analysis,
community mental health, and role
transitions.
Helen Klein doesn't hide her enthusiasm
for the ABS program. "Everybody
benefits," she succinctly sums up. "The
student gets a first-rate learning
experience that is relevant while being
academic as well, and the community gets
programs specifically designed to fit their
needs.''
continued
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Herbert Colle (associate professor of
psychology) and Richard Vestewig
(assistant professor of psychology) are
working with Helen Klein on the project;
and graduate student Michael Menke is
conducting a collateral study involving
people's knowledge of the correlation
between eating habits and heart attack.

Klein. "It points out that our students
actually are learning by doing as well as
from the books. We get involved in projects
for government, social services, and
industry. It's a growing field with growing
opportunities for trained professionals who
can assess needs, set up programs, and
manage them." She cites a few past
projects as examples: "One of our
students, Pamela McKinsey, got very
involved with the concept of foster care for
the aged. She conducted a needs
assessment for Greene County, then
made recommendations, which are now
being followed up.
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Fire Department contacted ABS to enlist
their help. Dr. Helen Altman Klein, who
chairs the program, explains: "Our first
step was to assess the community's
knowledge of heart attack symptoms and
emergency procedures. We did this by
making 400 random telephone calls. Step
two involved distribution of our
'Heart-Saver Quiz.' The Boy Scouts
helped us by delivering a copy of the
brochure to almost every house in
Fairborn. And step three will be a follow-up
survey. We'll make another 400 random
telephone calls in order to assess the
success of the project; and on that basis,
we'll develop a good idea of what's needed
to further educate the public in heart attack
symptoms and emergency procedures.''
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Heart Attack: Learning to
Live with the Facts

Save up to 25°/o on
Food,p.2
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Those who benefit the most, however, may
not even know that they are indebted to
ABS. Example: somewhere in the city of
Fairborn, someone will suffer a heart
attack within the next few weeks, and in
spite of the frightening statistics, he just
might survive thanks to Wright State's
Applied Behavioral Science program and
its "Heart-Saver Quiz."

Grocery Guru Finds Food
Costs Less on Campus

The Heart-Saver Quiz
Take a minute and test your own
knowledge of how to handle a heart attack
emergency. The following quiz is
essentially the same as the one distributed
by Wright State's Applied Behavioral
Science program to residents of Fairborn .
Answers appear on page 3.
Is " crushing chest pain" a symptom
of a heart attack?
a. possibly yes
b. definitely no
c. always
2.
Are " turning blue and unexplained
sweating" symptoms of a heart
attack?
a. possibly yes
b. definitely no
c. always
3.
If your arms become " numb and
tingly" for no apparent reason or
have a "falling asleep feeling " in
them, is this a symptom of a heart
attack?
a. possibly yes
b. definitely no
c. always
4.
A person's breathing stops. How
long do you have to start rescue
breathing before permanent damage
begins?
a. 4 minutes
b. 1O minutes
c. 20 minutes
Suppose a friend looked as though
5.
he were having a heart attack.
Whom should you call to get
immediate help?
a. your family physician
b. the fire department ambulance
c. a cardiologist
Suppose you had to rush a heart
6.
attack victim to a hospital. The victim
should be taken to
a. the closest hospital
b. the largest hospital in your
community
c. the American Heart Association
A fellow worker collapses and is
7.
unconscious. You should first
a. shake him to revive him
b. find out if he is breathing
c. carry him to a quiet area and see
to his comfort
8.
Suppose your fellow worker was not
breathing and had no heart beat.
Whom should you get to help?
a. only a physician is qualified
b. only nurses, ambulance drivers,
and other medical personnel are
qualified
c. any trained person can help
Your neighbor starts turning blue
9.
and complains of a crushing pressure
in his chest. He is still conscious.
You should first
a. make the person lie down
b. help the person get comfortable
regardless of what position it
takes
c. have him walk around slowly to
increase circulation
10. You can lessen your chances of
suffering a heart attack by
a. watching your diet
b. engaging in regular exercise
approved by your physician
c. both of these
1.

by Mindy Chodos
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First, I must make a confession. I've
learned to like shopping-grocery
shopping, that is. Perhaps it has
something to do with being a junk food
junkie. Maybe it stems from some genetic
peculiarity that causes me to clip every
coupon I can find. Whatever the reason,
I've learned to live with the nickname
" grocery-store guru." In fact, I've learned
to wear the title with pride. After all, not
many people can rattle off the week's
specials at three separate supermarkets
with close to ninety-seven percent
accuracy.

l
I

ut even a guru can confront his match.
That's what happened to me a few weeks
ago, when a friend pointed out that I've
been spending fifteen to twenty-five
percent more than necessary on my
weekly food bill. "I do most of my shopping
at the Wright State Food Co-op," she
explained, as I swallowed hard and tried to
peel the price sticker from a nearby cats up
bottle. She left me with no choice. Either I
turned in my title or I checked out the WSU
Food Co-op. Faced with such a challenge,
I headed for campus.

There's no neon sign, no flashing lights,
not even a grocery cart in a parking lot to
let you know that you're there. As with
many of the world's best bargains, you
have to be told about the Co-op, which
occupies unpretentious quarters on the
'SU's Gaza House. It's a
second floor '
small, white frarr.e building perched on a
slope overlooking the Kaufmann Road
entrance to campus. Membership is open
to any member of Wright State's family
(faculty, staff, students, and alumni). And
so far approximately 200 people have
discovered the savings they can enjoy by
becoming members. There's a one-time
charge of ten dollars (five of which is
1 refundable should you ever decide to
relinquish membership). Other than that,
you should know that working members of
the co-op, instead of being paid, receive an
added discount on their purchases.
Since the co-op is only open on Fridays
(from noon until six p.m.), you may have to
wait in line. But it's usually a short wait, and
one that is a lot easier to bear than the
long-line of boredom you've probably
grown accustomed to at your local

supermarket. Waiting at the co-op can be a
social event-time to compliment your
neighbor on his/her thriftiness. to
exchange recipes, to bemoan the high
prices of food elsewhere .
Although the co-op is far from a " health
food store" in some
wheat-germ-and-alfalfa sense, the focus is
nonetheless on organic and natural foods.
There's ice cream made with yogurt. fresh
frozen fish , dried fruits, macaroni products ,
beans. grains . maple syrup, chicken ,
corn-fed meat. Wisconsin cheese, eggs ,
yogurt, whole-grain bread, raw honey, raw
nuts, and more.
I discovered that veterans of the co-op
come with their grocery lists already
prepared. But for those who are either new
to the scene or unsure of what they want to
buy, there 's a food list posted. One co-op
member, waiting alongside me, explained
that the co-op stocks staple items. and that
changes in the food list are usually
additions to that regular list.
There are no aisles, no carts, no
homogenized music piped through the
place. You simply hand you list to a co-op
worker, who fills your order and makes out
your bill. Most people bring their own bags,
boxes, and jars, since it helps to keep
costs down.
There I stood, without a coupon in my
hand, as my order was quickly filled. Just
enough time to do some quick price
comparisons. One pound of Colby cheese
at the co-op costs $1.64. At your local
supermarket, prices range from $1.79 to
$1.89. One pound of chunky peanut butter
is co-op priced at 66 cents (you'll pay
closer to one dollar elsewhere). Dannon
yogurt sells for 29 cents at the co-op, 43
cents to 45 cents at the supermarket.
Sirloin steak is $1.94 a pound, rump roast
$1.54 a pound at the co-op. Compare that
to $2.39 a pound and $1.79 a pound at
your local grocery store.
When totaled, my co-op food bill came to
$28.14. What kind of savings did that
represent? Later in the week, I stopped by
one of my favorite bargain supermarkets
for the sole purpose of comparing prices. I
found tnat the same items totaled $32.74.
And that's fobd for thought-even if you
are known as the " grocery-store guru."

Elenore Koch. a member of the Wright
State administration for the past ten years,
has been named vice president and vice
provost for academic support programs.
She will be responsible for university
admissions, registration, financial aid,
career planning and placement, women's
career development center, university
division, veterans' affairs, student
development and student auxiliary
services including the university center,
the food service, and the residence hall.

Reflecting on her role as first woman vice
president at Wright State, Koch noted, "It
is easy for a woman to fall into the mold of
thinking she can't do something because
she is a woman. Whenever I have
encountered blocks in life, I have
wondered if they are there because the
ideas are unsound or whether there is a
rejection of me as a woman. When I run
into these blocks , I simply reassess the
situation and attempt to develop another
way of going at the problem.' ' The new vice
presider+ feels that women can spend "too
much tir 1e spinning their wheels being
concerned about how people are reacting
to them as women.'' She adds, "WS'u is an
exciting and challenging place for personal
growth and enrichment for everyone."

Unpredictable weather brought to a
premature halt the First Cerebral Palsy
Games for multihandicapped persons held
at Wright State recently. Competitors from
Columbus, Dayton, and Springfield
gathered at WSU to participate in
swimming. weightlifting, and track events.
Other demonstrations (archery and
horseback riding) had to be cancelled due
to brief but heavy showers. The games
were sponsored by Wright State, United
Cerebral Palsy of Dayton , the Dayton
Civitan Club and other local organizations.

The Answers

1, 2, & 3 "a" is correct for all. Knowing the
early symptoms of a heart attack. may be a
life-saver. The most important and
common sign of a heart attack is a heavy
pain in the center of the chest. This usually
is not a sharp, jabbing pain, but a
sensation of pressure, fullness, squeezing,
or aching. In its severe form, it feels like
someone is standing on your chest. Do not
be reassured if the pain temporarily stops.
Get immediate help.

Dr. Edward A Nicholson, who has been
serving as acting dean of WSU's College
of Business and Administration, has been
named Dean of the college. Nicholson
came to Wright State in 1971 as an
associate professor of management. In
1975 he was made professor, and in 1976
he was named associate dean of the
college. Noted for his work in the areas of

5. "b" is correct. Speed is important
because victims need to get care as
quickly as possible, and the fire
department, in most communities, is
prepared to answer emergency calls
almost immediately. Check the list of
important numbers in the front of your
telephone book for the exact phone
number to call in your area. In most cases,
your family physician probably couldn't
arrive quickly enough to provide the
necessary immediate help.
6. "a" is correct. In treating heart attack
victims, the only correct answer is to take
the victim to the nearest hospital. Even
though your family physician may practice
at another hospital, or you usually go to
another hospital for care, wherever you
are. you should tell the ambulance driver to
go to the nearest hospital. Although the
American Heart Association provides a
wide range of services, they are not a
source of emergency help.
7. "b" is correct. Since a person has only
four minutes to live if he is not breathing or
has no pulse, any unconscious person
should be checked immediately for breath.
If he is breathing, no rescue breathing
I
should be attempted. Rather, the victim
should be observed carefully to assure the
airway remains open. If the person is not
breathing, his breathing passages should
be cleared, and rescue breathing started
immediately. This and other life-saving
1
techniques are taught in CPR
(cardiopulmonary resuscitation) courses
offered in most communities. Call the local
chapter of the American Heart Association
or your fire department to find out where
classes are held in your area.

I
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8. ''c" is correct. The skill needed to save
a life-chest compression and rescue
breathing-can be performed by any
trained person . The procedure is simple:
The heel of the hand 1s used to push down
on the center of the chest at 60-80 times a
minute. You can learn this and other
life-saving techniques at a CPR class in
your area.
9. " b" is correct. The color change and
the complaints of crushing pressure in the
chest are likely signs of a heart attack. The
best thing to do is to help the person get
comfortable and remain quiet regardless of
the position it takes. Answer "a" is wrong
because lying down is not comfortable for
some heart attack victims; "c" is the worst
thing to do-any exercise or excitement
can aggravate the danger.

Total enrollment at Wright State University
this quarter is 14,362, according to
Registrar Louis Falkner. Main campus
students are at an all-time high (13,559).
Other growth areas are part-time
students (up over 800 from fall'76), and
nondegree students/workshop
registrations.

"Doctor on Call," a weekly half-hour
television program featuring faculty
members from WSU's School of Medicine,
has debuted over local channel 14-16.
Aired on Wednesday evenings (7:30), the
live program deals with a wide range of
topics, including birth defects, sexuality,
pain, and aging. David Buzzard, director of
communications for the school of
medicine, and Jim Craig, executive
producer of the telecommunications
center, are co-producers of the series.

Wright State's curriculum in environmental
health has become the eleventh such
program in the nation to be voted full
accreditation by the National Accreditation
Council for Environmental Health
Curricula. Says Dr. Brian L. Hutchings,
Dean of the College of Science and
Engineering, "The significance of the
accreditation is that we have met the
council's high standards, and that our
students and graduates will get preference
in the job market."

Wright State now has its own complete
Army Reserve Officer Training Corps
(ROTC) on campus. Since 1971, the
University of Dayton's military science
department has conducted classes at
WSU. But with the beginning of the fall
quarter, the program will be administered
by Wright State's College of Business and
Administration.

The National Science Foundation has
awarded equipment grants totaling
$28, 100 to two Wright State departments.
This represents the largest amount
awarded to any institution of higher
learning-public or private-in NSFs 1977
competition. The School of Medicine's
Department of Microbiology and
Immunology receives $20,000; and $8, 100
goes to the Department of Engineering.

Wright State marked its tenth birthday on
October 6 with quiet, on-campus
ceremonies. Cutting into a traditional
birthday cake at noon in the faculty dining
room, President Kegerreis expressed his
thanks to all who have contributed to the
university's growth in the past decade. In
all. 1000 pieces of nineteen cakes were
distributed to faculty, staff, and students.

Albert H. Sealy, attorney with the firm of
Smith and Schnacke, has been elected
chairman of Wright State's Board of
Trustees. A member of the board since
1975, Sealy is the third chairman in WSU's
ten-year history. Cy Laughter. president of
Dayton's Laughter Corporation, also joined
the board. having been appointed by Ohio
governor James A. Rhodes. Laughter
takes the seat vacated by Harry P. Jeffrey,
whose nine-year term ended June 30.
Jeffrey had served as chairman of the
board for 1976-77.

personnel motivation, compensation and
incentive plans, long-range planning
systems, and labor and industrial
relations. Nicholson is the author of three
books and numerous articles. He holds
three degrees (undergraduate, master's,
and doctorate) from Ohio State University.

Sometimes the pain may be mild or
absent, then other symptoms give
additional clues: When a person turns a
pale gray-blue color, he is not getting
oxygen, which results when the heart
stops or he stops breathing. Other
symptoms, such as sweating that occurs
for no apparent reason or a feeling of
numbness in the arms help to suggest the
seriousness of the symptoms. Occasional
sharp pains in the chest usually are not
symptoms of a heart attack, although they
may be symptoms of other serious
diseases.
4. "a" is correct. Permanent damage can
begin in four minutes. That's why it's so
important to know what to do immediately.
When breathing stops, there is no oxygen
going to the body. This can result in
permanent brain damage if you don't act
qui-kly.

10. "c" is correct. What you eat can
make a difference. Eat more fresh
vegetables, lean meats, fish, chicken,
fresh fruit, skimmed milk, margarine, foods
prepared in polyunsaturated oils such as
corn and safflower oil. These foods
actually lower the amounts of fat and
cholesterol in the blood which lead to heart
attack. Eat less organ meats such as
brains, liver, and sweetbreads, bacon,
eggs, pork and sausage, sweets, soft
drinks, gravies, butter, hot dogs, ice
cream, and marbleized or "fat" meats.
These foods increase fat levels in the
blood and increase your chances of getting
a heart attack. Eating sensibly, combined
with a regular program of exercise, will
considerably lessen your chances of
suffering a heart attack. Do consult your
physician, however, for his personal
advic~ in both areas.

I

Med School
Merges

Director's
Column
i

With this issue of The Wrightstater we give I
birth to an entirely new publication. It's
calledAlumnews; and if you haven't
already noticed it, all you have to do is
move your eyes to the right. Pull it out,
glance it over, and pay particular attention
to the specific news and information it
contains.

Alumnews will b~._published monthly by
our Alumni Association, but it will be sent
to only those graduates who are active
members of the association . Featuring
alumni activities almost exclusively,
Alumnews will establish itself as a pipeline
for communication with those graduates
who have shown an active interest in
WSU . And since the publication will appear
about every four weeks , Alumnews
promises to do a first-rate job of keeping
our grads up to date and in the know.

Wright State University and the Samuel ~.
Fels Fund of Philadelphia have announced '
the formal merger of the WSU School of
Medicine and the Fels Research Institute
1 of Yellow Springs, Ohio.

We thought it appropriate to include the
first issue of the newsletter in this issue, to
let you know just one of the many benefits
you're missing if you haven't joined the
association. A complete list of those
benefits appears on the last page of
. Alumnews. It costs five dollars to join ; and
if you were to take advantage of only one
or two of the membership benefits, you'd
receive more than five dollars in value .
Plus you'd be on the mailing list for
Alumnews.

I The merger, according to medical school
Dean John R. Beljan , will provide the
1

l School with high-quality laboratory

I

research facilities, while continuing the
1
1
I lnstitute's active programs in the study of
human growth and development. In
I
addition , the Fels Fund will provide
$1 .75 million over the next five years to help ·
subsidize the Institute, said Judge Nochem
S. Winnet. President of the Fels Fund.

I

I
I

i

All graduates will continue to receive The
Wrightstater , which will continue to be
published six times a year. So don't forget
to keep us informed of your current mailing
address.

''The Fels Institute has achieved a national
and i:iternational reputation for its studies
of the physical, environmental , and
psychological development of man, " said
Dr. Beljan . " I'm confident that the
combining of our resources will benefit
both the Institute and the School of
Medicine as we continue to develop new
patterns for the education of primary care
physicians and new research programs in
support of that goal. "

To end on an up note : We've crossed the
halfway mark in our efforts to raise
$10.000 from alumni for scholarships and
teaching excellence awards. If you haven't
already been contacted by one of our
volunteer " Phone-a-thon" workers,
chances are you'll be getting a call within
the next few weeks. For the week of
November 13-20, we'll be making a
concentrated effort to reach all remaining
graduates. We'll be calling from campus,
and you'll be able to call in from six till nine
p.m . any week night (873-2620) . Also, if
you'd like to volunteer to help, or if you
have any questions or ideas concerning
any aspect of Wright State's alumni
program , you can always reach me during
the day at that same telephone number.

The merger represents a gift to Wright

I State from the Fels Fund, which has
I

operated the non-profit Institute since
1929. The University will assume
responsibility for the lnstitute's physical
assets, research scientists, and supporting
staff.

Institute Director Dr. Frank Falkner said .
" We expect that the transfer of our
community-based Institute to the School of
Medicine will result in significant advances
in our total program." He noted that the
I Institute is involved in projects in the areas
I of biochemistry , dental development,
growth and genetics, psychology, and
1 psycho-neurophysiology.

I
I

Or. Falkner will continue to direct the
lnstitute's scientific functions while also
serving as Associate Dean for Research
Development and Fels Professor of
Pediatrics in the School of Medicine.

'I

Judge Winnet said that the Fund "is
primarily concerned with the continuation
of the lnstitute's pioneering human
development study." That study, he said,
is "the largest and longest continuous
study of human growth in the United
States." The study, begun in 1929, now
spans three generations and provides an
unequaled resource for the definition and
comparison of human characteristics for
scientists throughout the world.

I

I
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IHappy Daze Marks
Summer's End
l A cool wind whipped around campus,
adding a bit to the early autumn chill, but
bringing with it the sounds of October
Daze-the pulsating sound of rock music
as performed by four area groups, the
contagious sounds of laughter thanks to
comedians Edmunds and Curley, and the
constant sound of a gentle roar as a few
thousand students gathered for Wright
State's traditional fall fun event.
This year's Daze took place October 7 on
the grassy plane ben~ath WSU's water
tower, leaving Founders Quadrangle,
traditional scene, looking almost
abandoned. The moat near Allyn Hall ,
where many an impromptu dunking
marked past celebrations , wore nary a
ripple.
Around the water tower, people lolled on
the grass, absorbing the sounds, the beer,

and casual conversation with friends and
passersby. Nearby were booths where
small-time gamblers could try their hands
at about two dozen games of guess and
chance. Another dozen or so booths sold
food and drink.
"October Daze vendors report that
approximately 700 gallons of beer were
dispensed," wrote David McElroy in the
student newspaper, "to wash down 2,480
hot dogs, 1,500 hamburgers, 500 burritos,
400 ponzos, 60 pounds of sloppy joes, five
gallons of chili, 100 pounds of peanuts,
200 servings of gingerbread, and assorted
cookies, cotton candy, sugar waffles,
candy apples, soft pretzels, and caramel
corn."
It was, in Wright State's best tradition, a
fine farewell to summer.

Have a happy Thanksgiving. We'll be back
in touch with the next issue of The
Wrightstater about one week before
Christmas.

The Wrightstater is published six times a
year under the auspices of the Office of
'A lumni Affairs, Wright State University,
Dayton, Ohio 45435
Director of Alumni Affairs
Patrick Moran
Staff Assistants
Jill Favorite
Helen Koehly
Production-University Publications

Editor Tom Ellerbrock
Designer Bob Bingenheimer
Contributors
Mindy Chodos, Features
Dave Stahl, Sports
Additional Material
WSU News and Information Services
@1977 by The Wrightstater. All rights
reserved. No part of this publication may
be reproduced without written consent.
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"It's not just any plaque," comments Pat
Moran , WSU Director of Alumni Affairs. "This one
lists the names of 106 alumni whg were the first to
become members of the Association. Actually,
the plaque has been on hand for the past five
years, and kept temporarily in a number of
places on campus. But now it has a permanent
home on the main floor of the library."
The evening's events marked the kick-off for
the Association's lifetime membership drive. In
all about one hundred grads attended, making it
an evening of good conversation and
camaraderie. And in the process. nearly eighty
people joined the Association for life.

Pilgrim Named Times Editor
Bruce Pilgrim (B.A. Sociology '7 4) has returned
to Wright State to serve as editor of the University
Times, the on-campus weekly newspaper.
"It's great to be back at Wright State," says
Bruce. "I'm looking forward to renewing old
friendships and developing new ones. The
University Times is a unique challenge for me
and I will enjoy working with the WSU community
in making the Times a readable and informative
publication."
No stranger to the role of editor, Bruce edited
Nexus, the student literary magazine, during his
senior year. After graduating, he went on to work
in the fields of newspaper reporting, magazine
editing. public relations, and printing.

Grads Gather for Champagne Reception
Champagne and conversation, both flowed
easily on September 24 when members of the
Alumni ~ssociation gathered at Wright State's
library for formal dedication of an Association
plaque.

Alum David M. Hughes (left) catches our
photographer in the act as Board members Karla
Moran and Andrew Winchek look on.

Watch For Election Material
Toward the end of November, all members of the
Wright State University Alumni Association will
be receiving ballots for this year's election . All
nominations are in, and at present biographical
sketches of the nominees are being prepared.
These will accompany the ballots. Just a
premature reminder: all ballots must be returned
by December 12. Results will be published in
Alumnews. So keep an eye on your mailbox,
sharpen your pencil, and by all means, vote.
WSU Grad to Teach at Harvard
Richard M. Fraher (B.S. '71) has been appointed
assistant professor of history at Harvard
University. After graduating from Wright State,
Fraher earned his M.A. at the University of
Wisconsin, and his Ph.D. in Medieval History at
Cornell. In addition to his doctoral thesis: Summa
/nduent Sancti: A Critical Edition of a
Twelfth-Century Decretist Text, Fraher is the
author of a number of articles and papers.

Lee Ann Vickers and Darrelf Vickers, past
president of the Alumni Association, chat with
Daniel Carbaugh (right), current president,
during the recent champagne reception.

Wright State'.s
Alumni Association
Wants You
What You See Is What You Get
When you ioin Wright State's Alumni Association ,
you are joining hundreds of other WSU
graduates with a lively and continuing interest in
their alma mater. There's a long list of projects
and programs in which Association members are
involved and from which the university benefits.
And there are benefits for you , just for joining the
association . You 're looking at the latest of
these- A/umnews. which will be mailed on a
monthly basis to all members of the Association.
What follows is a partial list of other membership
benefits.

El1g1bility to nominate 1n the Association 's annual
Award for Teaching Excellence
Use of the physical education facilities at WSU
without extra registration, which is necessary for
non-members
Discount on season basketball tickets (if you
haven't already received the season ticket
brochure, call 873-2620)
One free ticket to a home basketball game each
season

Horseback-riding privileges at the Riding Club
on Colonel Glenn Highway for ten dollars per
month
Twenty percent discount on all non-textbook
merchandise at the University Bookstore , •
excluding sale items and calculators
Special discounts on some general alumni trips
Invitations to social and cultural events
sponsored by the Association
A membership card, which will identify you when
taking advantage of membership privileges
Opportunity to join the Wright-Patt Credit Union
(restricted to Association members who are
Wright State graduates)
A window decal (This is not a parking decal . and
it is available only to Association members who·
are Wright State graduates)
To join the Wright State University Alumni
Association, simply clip, complete, and return
this coupon, along with five dollars to: Alumni
Association. Wright State University, Dayton.
Ohio 45435.

WSU Alumni Association Membership Form
Name

Date
- -Home Phone

Home Address

Employer
Business Phone

Business Address

Year Graduated
(FromWSU)

Degree

Major

New Season
Launched
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Wright State Grads
on the Move

s
0
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Theatre at Wright State has set sail for the
77-78 season with Cole Porter's musical
comedy. Anything Goes. Performances
run Thursday through Sunday until
November 20.

Anything Goes contains a list of Cole
Porter tunes that will be familiar to
audience members of all ages-songs that
include "You're the Top," "I Get a Kick Out
of You," "Delovely," and "Friendship."
The plot is set aboard a luxury liner and
deals with the problems of a well-to-do
stockbroker who ends up stowing away in
order to win the only woman he has ever
loved. Two films were made of the
musical-the first in 1936 and the second
in 1956. both starring Bing Crosby as the
young stockbroker. Wright State student
Bruce Cromer takes over Crosby's
twice-played role of Billy Cocker.
The production is under the direction of
Richard H. Andrew. Musical director is
Paul Magill: and Eric Nielsen is
choreographer. The set has been
designed by Adel Migid and the costumes
by Mary Cesnakas.

(/)
(/)
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68
Cecil Jones (M.Ed. 68) spent part of the
past summer studying in the Canary
Islands. He is currently teaching Spanish
at Troy (Ohio) High School.
Dagmar Taudien Varela (B.A. 68) has
completed her general examinations for
the Ph.D. degree in Spanish at Indiana
University. She will now begin work on her
dissertation.

70,71
Captain Connie J. Mccarroll (M.S . 70)
has graduated from the US Air Force
medical service officers orientation course
at Sheppard AFB, Texas. The course is
. designed to acquaint newly commissioned
Medical Corps officers with the
professional and administrative
procedures of the Air Force. Captain
Mccarroll is now being assigned to
Misawa AB, Japan, where she will serve
as a general medical officer.
1
Richard M. Fraher (B.S. 71) has been
appointed assistant professor of history at
Harvard University. After graduating from
Wright State, Fraher earned his M.A. at the
University of Wisconsin, and his Ph.D. in
Medieval History at Cornell. In addition to
his doctoral thesis: Summa lnduent
Sancti: A Critical Edition of a
Twelfth-Century Decretist Text. Fraher is
1 the author of a number of articles and
papers.
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74

Richard P. Hanson (S.S. 74) has joined
the Air Force Acquisition Logistics Division
at Wnght-Patterson AFB as a systems
analyst. The division, which is the Air
1
Force's number one cost-cutting unit, was
activated last summer and charged with 1
driving down the cost of owning and
operating Air Force weapons systems.
Hanson holds the Civil Service grade of
GS-13.

I

Barbara Heckart (M.Ed. 74) writes : " I
recently became a charter member of the
Alumni Association . . . Being 'charter'
seems to be part of my existence with
Wright State. I started out in the only
building on the campus in September.
1964 and was a member of the last class
to graduate from Miami University during
the 'Dayton Campus' period." After
completing her M.Ed. in 74, Carol
supervised student teachers for Wright
State during 75 and 76. She has been a ,
teacher for seven years, and recently. she J
completed educational media certification
and accepted a position as elementary
library coordinator for Xenia City Schools.

I
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Paul E. Meyer (S.S. Bus. 71) is presently
teacher and chairman of the business
department at Fairmont West High School
in Kettering. Meyer earned a master's
degree from Xavier University in 1975.

On Fridays and Saturdays a dinner theatre
option is offered, and before the Sunday
matinees a buffet brunch is available. For
ticket information and dinner or brunch
reservations call the box office at
873-2500.

75
Edward Bannen (B.S. 75) is living in
North Olmsted. Ohio. where he is District
Sales Manager for Cessna Aircraft
Company. Says Bannen: "Since I've left
school I've gotten a pilot's license and put
my hobby and work together."
Car-01 Y. Harvey (S.S. 75) has been
working for the Beavercreek Board of
Education as a high school art teacher
since September, 1976.
Randy L. Mullins (M.S. 75) is currently a
I
counselor with the Montgomery County
Court of Domestic Relations. specialzing in
marriage, family, and divorce casework. In '
addition. he has set up a part-time private I
practice in marriage. family. and sexual
:
counseling. Mullins is a certified clinical
member of the American Association of
Marriage and Family Counselors.

I

Writers
Wanted

Dorothy Tuzzi (S.S. 76) is the first woman
ever appointed to the Montgomery County
Planning Commission. Her three-year term
1
began last April.
I

We're looking for writers; and we're looking
toward you. Sure, you're not Woodward or
Bernstein, Bambeck or Buchwald, but we'll
bet that you have a story worth
telling-one that would be of interest to
about 13,000 other Wrightstater readers.
Tell us about your unusual hobby. Share
one or more of your memories about your
days at Wright State. Perhaps you can
provide a unique perspective on some
topic or issue of current interest. The
subject matter is totally up to you. All we
ask is that articles submitted be of interest
to the average Wrightstater reader. If you
have photos or illustrations to accompany
your article, all the better. A small budget
has been set aside, so if your article is
accepted for publication, you'll be paid,
albeit modestly. Go on. Get out that
typewriter, and give us that story that only
you can tell. Send all manuscripts to:
Editor, The Wrightstater, 033 Millett Hall,
Wright State University, Dayton, Ohio
45435.

Meyer

72,73
John M. York (S.S. Bus. 72) is an account
executive with Merrili, Lynch, Pierce,
i Fenner & Smith, based at the company's
f downtown Dayton office. York is an active
; member of the Dayton Chamber of
Commerce, and is also involved in church
work at Queen of Martyrs parish.

I

Captain Arthur R. Charles (M.B.A. 73)
has retired from the US Air Force after 21
years of service. During the retirement
ceremony, Charles received his third
Meritorious Service medal.

Staff Sergeant Dennis F. Harris (S.S. Ed.
77) has been named Outstanding
Noncommissioned Officer of the quarter in
his unit at Wright-Patterson AFB. Sergeant
Harris is assigned to the 2046th
Communications and Installation Group,
where he is an air traffic control technician.

I

I
I

Pam Lucas (M.A. 77) writes that she is an
IAC instructor for Northwestern Local
Schools. Now living in Springfield, Ohio,
Lucas worked for one year as a liaison
coordinator for JVS, where she wrote a
pilot project program for vocational
1
i
education for the handicapped. She is
currently president-elect of NTA and a
member of COTA. Unfortunately, Pam
didn't tell us what all those initials stand for.
Neil Reif (B.S. 77), a former varsity
basketball player at Wright State, has
joined the managerial training program for
K-Mart. He is currently serving as assistant
manager of the K-Mart outlet in Ft. Wayne,
Indiana.

How to Tackle a Resume
By Tom Ellerbrock
A young copywriter who had landed a top
position with one of San Francisco's
leading advertising agencies once
explained his technique for getting that
important first interview. "I paid a friend
$150 to adapt the principle of the letter
bomb-you know, the kind that comes in a
plain envelope, and it explodes when you
open it. Only, instead of explosives, a
small flat container of helium was
enclosed." Attached to the helium was a
balloon, and the entire package was then
rigged so that the balloon would inflate
when the letter was opened.
The result sent more than a few San
Francisco secretaries running to their
bosses with word that the world's cleverest
copywriter was available. Here's why : a
secretary would start to open what seemed
an ordinary letter; then would come a faint
hissing sound; suddenly the envelope
would begin to swell; a balloon would
seem to inflate itself, then the balloon
would float upward. As the secretary would
watch with open mouth and wide eyes,
she'd notice the copywriter's name
emblazoned on the balloon , from which a ,
small sign was strung. It read: 'Tm up for
grabs again."

All workshops will be held in Room 126
Student Services.
You may participate in as many sessions
as you like at absolutely no charge.
Selling Yourself Effectively on Paper (Nov.
3, 10-11 am; Nov. 9, 1-2 pm; Nov. 14, 5-6
pm) A presentation concerning the uses,
types, and writing of resumes and letters, it
can give you an in-depth look at how to

Another copywriter/newspaper
columnist/television personality from
Cincinnati reportedly makes first contact
with a prospective employer by sending
her resume sealed inside a beer can. Still
another inventive applicant, a writer,
makes initial contact with a booklet that
bears the title: "This is My Life."
Says the San Francisco copywriter, "Such
a flashy way of getting someone to notice
your resume only works some of the time.
Sometimes the balloon doesn't inflate.
Sometimes someone has done something
even more clever, and I don't even get a
call. In the end, it all comes down to the
actual resume-the words that are written
on that paper-that decides who gets an
interview and who doesn't."

resume as "a summary of experience
submitted with a job application," a good
resume is much more. It puts stress on
your abilities, not just your experiences.
An analysis of thousands of resumes
shows that fully 78 percent fail to do
justice to the people they describe. The
bulk of the remaining barely do an
adequate job.

It's a fact. More than any other factor, it's
the quality of your resume that decides
whether or not you get an all-important
face-to-face meeting. That's a message
that Wright State's Career Planning and
Placement Center (CPPC) has been
stressing to all students and alumni who
stop by for help. Here are the key factors to
keep in mind according to the Wright State
experts:
r:ven though the dictionary may define a

present yourself most effectively on paper.
Job Hunting Techniques, Old and New ;
and Interviewing: The Art of Talking
Yourself into a Job (Nov. 3, 11 am-12
noon; Nov. 9, 2-3 pm; Nov. 14, 6-7 pm)
This workshop will look at the strengths
and weaknesses of various approaches
and offer tips on how to most effectively
use interview opportunities and
job-hunting time.

Focus your resume on the needs of the
employer rather than on your own needs.
Define your qualifications and abilities as
they relate to the job, don't simply type out
a litany of past jobs.
On your resume, indicate how well you
perform when operating at or near the
peak of your abilities.
Let your resume reflect your personality
and character.
A functional resume, like a lawyer's brief,
should make a highly persuasive case for
you-a case for hiring you above all other
applicants.
The Career Planning and Placement
Center offers a wide variety of services for
alumni as well as students of Wright State.
Among those services are workshops in
resume writing, job search and job skill

analysis. The Center also publishes a
monthly listing of employers who will be
interviewing on campus. Any WSU grad
can get on the mailing list; and the Center
will gladly arrange for an interview with any
of the visiting employers.
For the month of November, the list of
on-campus interviews includes: Frigidaire,
Gem City Savings & Loan, NCR
Corporation, U.S. Air Force, Equitable Life
Insurance, Goodyear Tire and Rubber,
Bob Evans Farms, Wendy's International,
Keebler Company, Square D Company,
and Mutual of New York.
For further information concerning the
positions that these and other employers
have open, and/or to make an appointment
with one or more of them, call CPPC at
873-2556. Remember that there is no
charge for their services. Office hours are
8:30 am-7 pm, Monday through Thursday;
8:30 am-5 pm on Fridays.

Abrams, Robert A.
Adkins, Donnie L.
Aimone, Mary L.
Albrecht, David G.
Allard, Carolyn
Anderson, Kent D.
Anderson, Merrill
Andes, Robert A.
Apple, Thomas 0.
Armstrong, Allison E.
Ashbaugh, Homer G.
Ashworth, Ann B.
Bailey, Linda E.
Bantham, Andrew F.

Barton, Neil W.
Beaver, Linda
Beck, Lawrence J.
Becker, Allen S.
Benanger, Larry
Bennett, Lillian E.
Benson, Kathleen V.
Benthall, Carroll F.
Berg, Pam
Bernard, Jr., Lewis D.
Betts, Mary J.
Black, Beatrice
Blackstone, Richard L.
Bockhorst, M.J.

Boggs, Dennis M.
Border, Richard L.
Bowen, Phillip M.
Bowers, Jill E.
Bowman, Eddie L.
Brandt, Michael A.
Brandt, Jr., Robert L.
Brinkman, Ann
Brinkman, James J.
Brinson, Arthur
Brooker, James W.
Brooks, E.B.
Brown, Gail J.
Brown, Richard J.
Burlile, Donald E.
Burlile, Jr., William T.
Burns, Dorothy V.
Byers, Robert F.
Cannon, James F.
Carbaugh, Daniel W.
Cavo, Alice W.
Chaffee, Linda S.
Chodos, Mindy
Cole, David A.
Coleman, Anita
Considine, Richard E.
Conway, Beth N.
Cosgrove, K.R.
Courtney, Jack L.
Creager, Michael A.
Cross, Robert G.
Curp, John H.
Curp, Kenneth W.
Daniels, Josephine G.

Davis, William J.
Dillon, Faith
Dodds, David J.
Duckwall, Mark G.
Dupre, John E.
Edelen, Frances G.
Elhardt, Phillip
Engel, Gail
Felder, James
Fish, Elizabeth J.
Focht, Sandra J.
Fontaine, Barbara J.
Forsthoefel, William F.
Fry, Mary V.
Gaier, Mary G.
Galloway, Sana E.
Gastineau, Robert L.
Geeting, Larry E.
Gibson, Rosemarie
Gilbert, Patricia F.
Gill, Richard T.
Gillesby, Pearl
Gingrich, Marjean L.
Goldberg, Steven A.
Goldstein, Wanda R.
Gonnella, Joseph E.
Goodman, Bruce D.
Graham, Scott H.
Grosjean, Dennis F.
Hagan, George B.
Hansbrough, Betty Jo
Hansel, Mary J.
Hansen, Dolores
Harris, Richard T.

Analyzing Your Skills (Nov . 21 . 1:30-2:30
pm) Learn to recognize your own strong
points by analyzing the skills you have
developed through college , work, leisure.
and other experiences.
Developing Career Goals (Nov. 23,
1:30-2:30 pm) This session will help you
identify issues and work environments
where you can best put your skills to use.

Harris, Scott A.
Hartman, Lloyd S.
Hartzell, Richard D.
Heckman, Jerry
Henderson, Denzel H.
Henize, Stanley D.
Herbert, Joseph J.
Hicks, James G.
Higgins, Patricia M.
Hodgson, Ila D.
Hoegler, Michael J.
Hroch, George E.
Hunter, Roberta A.
Iller, Roye.
James, Donna B.
Johnston, Ann
Jones, Esther S.
Jones, Leslie L.
Jordan, Helen D.
Kellar, Glen 0.
Keller, Nancy J.
Keller, Phyllis S.
Kesler, Robert M.
Kettelhut, Michael
Klug, Joyce N.
Kovacs, II, William
Kowalski, Janet L.
Krasovic, Edward A.
Kromer, Douglas
Kubler, Joni D.
Lai, Ellen
Lambert, Nancy J.
Lewis, Edythe
Lewis, Jack D.
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CPPC may not help you rig an inflatable
balloon letter, but they can provide a full
range of services such as help with
resume writing. And even the balloonatic
copywriter would agree that when it comes
to job-hunting, that's what really counts.

Alternative Job-Hunting Strategies (Nov.
18, 1 :30-2:30 pm) What you need to know
in order to tap the hidden job market.
Issues in Career Planning for Women
(Nov. 2, 1:30-2:30 pm; Nov. 22, 3-4 pm}
Once You've Got the Job, How do You
Keep It? (Nov. 22, 5-6 pm) Tips on job
survival and advancement.

To Date, 219 Grads Participate in First Annual Fund Drive
Listed here are all Wright State graduates
who (at press time) have responded to our
first annual Alumni Fund Drive. Some gave
a dollar, some a few hundred dollars; but
all gave something. Our goal, of course, is
to achieve near to 100% participation. So
even if you can only contribute a quarter,
we'll be happy to add your name to our
next list, and to add your contribution to the
Fund. All proceeds go toward scholarships
and teaching excellence awards. Several
weeks remain in the Fund Drive, so you
still have time to participate. (For further
information see "The Director's Column,"
page four.) In the meantime we'd like to
formally thank the following:

I

Long, Jean R.
Loughran, Janine
Lovas, Margaret R.
Lovell, Michael E.
Mack, James L.
Mack, Judith A.
Maney, Barry W.
Mann, Constance N.
Maughan, Marcella A.
McCally, Jean M.
McCormick, Kenneth J.
Metscher, Walter H.
Michael, Sue A.
Mltchell, Phillip W.
Mott, Richard J.
Montgomery, Carole
Moorman, Bernard
Moran, Karla A.
Moran, Patrick A.
Muzechuk, Ronald J.
Newman, Robert W.
Niswander, Virginia
Nowakowski, Linda A. E.
Osborne, Turner E.
Overton, Rosilyn
Pearson, Jerome
Popper, Shirley L.
Potterf, Ill, Mitchell D.
Prenger, Christine A.
Puckett, Pauline N.
Rampenthal, William L.
Raterman, Richard J.
Reichert, Thomas A.
Ross, William E.

1

Ritenour, Denise
Tobe, Martha C.
Roberts, Alexander W. Turpen, Jon and Susan
Roy, Richard P.
Vanvleet, Peggy L.
Ryan, Mary A.
Vickers, Darrell A.
Sanders, Susan K.
VonRohr, Ruth R.
Saunders, Paula M.
Waltman, Joanne
Schemmel, John E.
Wechsler, Barton
Schindler, Ted A.
Winchek, Andrew F.
Schmoll, Betty L.
Wisnosky, Rosemary
Schock, Ruth A.
Wolf, Karen M.
Shafer, Janet S.
Wolff, George R.
Shank, Michael P.
Wood, Gregory S.
Shaunessy, James P. Woodward, Kathleen S.
Shellenbarger, George Woodward, Stephen R.
Shimek, Pamela
Wooldridge, Gerald E.
Shoemaker, Vernon F. Wright, Alan J.
Simpson, Joy M.
Young, Kathleen S.
Sloan, Robert T.
Young, Rolland E.
Snyder, Jerry E.
Zeller, Jolie E.
Solberg, Barbara A.
Zimmerman, Ralph {Mrs.
Sommer, James A.
Zink, Mike
Sorgen, P.O.
Spillane, Nancy B.
Springer, Richard D.
Stahl, Howard S.
Steiner, John A.
Strother, Stephen F.
Stump, Jerry R.
Tackett, Roger D.
Tanksley, N. and H.
Taylor, Janet
Taylor, Jeffrey L.
Thompson, Marilyn J.
Tilton, Kathy A.

Basketball Forecast:

m
I...

Rebound Season Looks Likely
were all-state selections in Ohio and
Indiana respectively. Crowe is expected to
put pressure on McGee for a starting berth
right from the beginning of practice . While
Bragg may lack the physical stature to
move right in as a starter, he will surely be
a factor.

0

c.

Carter brings in two years of college
experience from Grand View (Iowa) Junior
College and looks like a factor as a
wingman. He has excellent quickness and
jumping ability. Most importantly, he has
been associated with a highly successful
team over the past four years .

(/)

Another transfer is Steve Hartings, who
decided to leave Kent State after one
quarter. He will miss the first three games
this season according to NCAA transfer
rules. But, once he is eligible, the 6-7
center should prove an ample force as a
rebounder in the pivot.

Coach Marcus Jackson gives a lesson in defensive strategy.
It has been five years since Raider
basketball has had to rebound from a
losing season. The last time was in
1972-73 and a 17-5 record was the result.
Duplicating that season is nearly
impossible with the greatly improved
schedule the Raiders will face this season,
but a winning season should be expected.
While the men in Green and Gold fell to a
10-17 record on the courts last season,
many of the losses were close and to
top-notch opponents on the road. Three of
those opponents make return trips to the
PE Building this
season . . . Youngstown State,
Bellarmine and Kentucky State.
So what other reasons are there for

I renewed hope? An outstanding freshman
group was responsible for a 17-5 season
back in '72-'73 . . . names like Rick
Martin, Bob Grote, and Lyle Falknor. The
question is, are there any such players in
what looks to be the best recruited class
since that time?
Will names like Eddie Crowe, Jimmy
Carter, Dave Bockhorn, Steve Hartings,
Jeff Bragg and Mike Zimmerman be
remembered like those of five years ago?
Only time will tell, but there is a solid
nucleus of returning players which was not
present five years ago.
The seniorless squad will be led by junior
co-captains Bob Schaefer and Alan
McGee. Schaefer led the Raiders with his
16.9 scoring average last year when he
made the switch from the post to a
perimeter position. The 6-7 sharpshooter
will be looking to improve on his outside
shooting, although it was a respectable
47.9 percent last year, and to maintain his
keen eye at the free throw line.

McGee was put in an almost thankless
position last year replacing Rick Martin as
the point guard and leader of the offense.
While Martin was only 5-9, he left big
shoes to fill and many players would suffer
under any comparisons. The result was a
season marked by somewhat inconsistent
play offensively, especially on his outside
shooting. However, there was definite
improvement when some of the pressures
subsided. What the ace student (Al carries
a 3.9 grade point average as a.chemistry
major) has to offer is sound leadership
both on and off the court. Poise is one area
that he improved the most as he gained
experience. Look for McGee to establish
himself as an excellent point guard.

As mentioned, Jeff Bragg may not break in
the starting five, but he will offer much
needed depth. Bockhorn and Zimmerman
should make their presence felt in the
backcourt. especially Bockhorn with his
outside shooting potential.

I

Add to these new exciting faces an
outstanding slate of home games and the
combination looks like an exciting season
of college basketball. The home season
starts off with the second annual Wright
State Invitational featuring Wittenberg (last
year's NCAA Division Ill champion)
against Baltimore (ranked sixth among
Division II schools last year) in the opening '
game, while the Raiders take on West
Virginia Wesleyan at 9 p.m. on Friday,
November 25.

I
I

I

Other well-known powers visiting the PE
Building this season include Morehead
State (Dec. 10), Eastern Illinois (Jan. 5),
Roanoke (Jan. 10), Akron (Jan. 21 ),
Other starters back this year are juniors
Youngstown State (Jan. 28), Virginia
Dan Huguely and Bob Cook. Both players
Commonwealth (Feb. 4), Bellarmine (Feb.
made great progress last year. Huguely
11 ), Wisconsin-Milwaukee (Feb. 13),
was a solid starter as a wing in the second
Kentucky State (Feb. 18), and Northern
half of the season and scored just under 10
Kentucky (Feb. 20).
points per game. Cook broke into the
Tough road assignments close enough to
starting lineup at mid-season and
travel easily by car include a December 3
responded with an 8.5 scoring average.
date at Northern Kentucky, Dec. 13 at
Remaining letter winners back are
Miami, Jan. 7 at Central State, Feb. 15 at
sophomores Joe Fitzpatrick and Bill
Cleveland State, and Feb. 22 at Akron.
Wilson. Fitzpatrick enters practice this
As always, the coaching staff has set its
season with two healthy arms (you may
sights on an NCAA post-season
remember he broke both wrists before
tournament bid. The key appears to be
school started last year and was not
how quickly this group of newcomers can
able to fully recover). Wilson was used as
a backup guard last season and may have step in and give the Raiders help. If they
are as effective as that group in '72-'73,
suffered the fate so many other freshmen
there
could be a lot of surprised opponents
face-the transition from high school to
college basketball. It seems a sure bet that when WSU closes out its regular season
on Feb. 25 against Point Park.
the talented Wilson will improve his
shooting eye from the experience he
gained last year.
Now what do these new recruits have to
offer? First of all, both Crowe and Bragg

It's Mid-Term for Volleyball/Cross Country
The Wright State women's volleyball and
men's cross country seasons are in full
swing and both coaches, Peggy Wynkoop
and Bob Schul, are pleased with the way
things have gone to date.
After a slow start, the volleyballers have
come back to go over the .500 mark with a
record of 7-5. Coach Wynkoop attributes
some of the early season jitters to overall
inexperience. In the opening match loss to

Miami, Wynkoop felt Wright State was a
better team, but the Redskins played
better team volleyball. Following the loss to
Miami, the Raiders were, as coach
Wynkoop put it, "outclassed" by a tough
Cleveland State team. Wright State lost
those games by scores of 15-4 and 15-7.
The final match of the opening meet saw
the Raiders pick up win number one with a
15-5 and 15-4 victory over Akron.

It was just one week later that the Raiders.
avenged the Miami defeat when the
Redskins came to the Physical Education
Bu.lding for a match with WSU and Toledo.
Wright State took two straight from Miami
for the first time, 15-11 and 15-13. Coach
Wynkoop praised the net play of senior
co-captain Deb Baker saying she was

continued

Volleyball/Cross Country continued

Films
Nov. 4 and 5, University Center
Bogart Festival: 6:30 pm The Big Sleep;
8:40 pm To Have and Have Not;
10:20 pm Maltese Falcon;
Midnight Casablanca

exceptionally strong . The Raiders , after
losing the first game to Toledo, came back
to take the second and third contests for a
match sweep. The Toledo scores were
6-15, 15-10and 15-9.
The volleyball team, which is trying to
better last year's 25-11 mark, also owns
victories over Wayne State, Capital
Earlham . and Louisville. Other 1sses have
come at the hands of Ball State. Indiana
State and Northern Kentucky.
Coach Bob Schul's cross country team
opened the season with a fifth place finish
in the Indiana Central Invitational
September 17 in Indianapolis. Sophomore
Gary Loe of Trotwood , an All-America
performer last year in track, was the top
WSU finisher with a fifth place time of
29:33. Terry Roeth of Dayton followed with
a 12th place finish and a time of 30:17.
Other Raider finishers in the opening meet
were Bob Staley of Kettering, Dave Myers
of Trotwood, Vince Peters of Dayton, Jeff
Radimachir of Arcanum and Jeff Shaw of
Xenia.

Nov. 18 and 19, University Center
Blazing Saddles. 6:30 pm, 8:15 pm, 10 pm

c

I

Nov. 21 , Amphitheater, Medical School,
2 pm (tentative)
Dr. Alvin Poussaint, psychiatrist and author
" Black Man , Black Woman, and the Black
Family"

ca

(.)

Discussion
·

Nov. 14, Room 270 Millett, 2:15 pm
Modern Language Department's "table
ronde" looks at "Ruben Dario's
Cosmopolitanism" John Park

Music/Dance
Nov. 22, Victory Theater, 8 pm
WSU Artist Series presents the
Ririe-Woodbury Dance Company
Nov. 8, WSU Concert Hall, 8 pm, Jazz
Ensemble
Nov. 11, WSU Concert Hall, 8 pm, Faculty
Recital, Donald Hageman
Nov. 13, WSU Concert Hall, 3 pm,
University Bands
Nov. 19, WSU Concert Hall, 8 pm,
Chamber Music I, Baroque Ensemble
Nov. 20, WSU Concert Hall, 3 pm,
University Chorus and Chamber Singers
Nov. 21, WSU Concert Hall, 8 pm,
University/Community Orchestra

It was then on to the always-tough Indiana
University Invitational in Bloomington,
where, competing with mostly Division I
teams, the Raiders finished 20th in the
field of 23 teams. Roeth was again WSU's
top runner covering the wet and hilly
six-mile course in 33:04 and finishing 59th.
Sophomore Dave Myers was not far
behind with a 69th place finish and a time
of 33:19.

2. How many courses would you probably
take?
3. Would a day-care program influence
your decision to take courses at Wright
State in the future?
''Thanks in advance, " says Helen Klein tor
answering these questions. And if you
have any further thoughts on the matter,
she'd like to hear them, as well. Send your
replies to Dr Helen Klein 305 Oelman
Hall, Wright State University, Dayton, Ohio
45435.

Whatever Happened
to Good Old
Whatsisname?
The Wrightstater wants to know what
you've been doing since you left WSU.
Have you earned a doctorate? Become
president of the school board? Become
named vice-president of your company?
Written a novel? Gotten married and
raised a tribe of future Wright Staters?
Traveled to Timbuktu?
Use this form to bring us up to date. Give
us at least the basic facts , and elaborate
as much as you wish. Send your
I information to: Classnotes, Office of
Alumni Affairs, Wright State University,
Dayton, Ohio 45435

Address

Degree/Major

Open Scrimmages (practice games), Main
Gym, WSU Physical Education Building
Nov. 4, 3pm; Nov. 10, 5 pm; Nov.12,
9:30 am; Nov. 15, 6:30 pm

City/State/Zip

Phone

Home Games
Nov. 25 and 26, WSU Invitational, WSU
Main Gym, 7 pm Wittenberg vs. Baltimore,
9 pm WSU vs. West Virginia Wesleyan
Nov. 29, 7:30 pm, WSU Main Gym, WSU
vs. Campbellsville
Dec. 10, 8:05 pm, WSU Main Gym, WSU
vs. Morehead State
Dec. 16, 7:30 pm, WSU Main Gym, WSU
vs. Thomas More

Job title

The WSU School of Nursing's Mobile
Health Unit will be at the following
locations from 9:30 until 11 :30 am.
Blood Pressure Testing: Nov. 8, People's
Banking Company, Lewisburg; Nov. 15,
People's Banking Company, Verona; Nov.
17, Lofino's, Dayton-Xenia Road; Nov. 22,
Johnson's Grocery Store, New Carlisle.

•e

1. If a quality child-care service were
available on Wright State's main
campus, would you consider enrolling
for course work next year?

Class

Health

With many important meets and matches
remaining on the schedules, volleyball
coach Peggy Wynkoop and cross country
mentor Bob Schul and their teams are
working hard to better last year's team and
oersonal goals.

Dr. Helen Klein, who heads Wright State's
Applied Behavioral Science program (see
article, page one) is currently studying the
potential benofits of establishing an
on-campus day-care program. She has
three questions to ask, and she's hoping
that you'll take the time to supply some
answers.

Name

Basketball

Coach Schul felt the Lakefront Invitational
Meet revealed the Raiders' true potential.
WSU finished seventh in the field of 24
teams in the meet, which was run along the
shore of Lake Michigan in Chicago.
Sophomore Gary Loe turned in his best
race with a 10th place finish and a time of
26:04. Schul said he felt his team was
nearing mid-season form following the
Lakefront event. Roeth, a product of
Dayton Northridge High School, ran
another good race, finishing 21st with a
time of 26:30. Myers was 32nd, Staley
followed in 62nd place, Radimachir, who
fell early in the race and lost valuable time,
still ran a respectable race and finished in
86th position. Shaw came i11103rd and
Peters turned in a good time of 29:27,
good for a 114th place finish.

i

Nov. 7, Amphitheater, Medical School,
1 pm
Dr. Donald H. Smith, Professor of
Education, Bernard Baruch College
' " Education and Social Agencies"

Q)

The Raider harriers then turned in an 11th
place finish in the Malone Invitational in
Canton. Nineteen teams competed for
that title with Cleveland State taking home
the trophy. The top runner for WSU that
day was Terry Roeth with a time of 26:39,
good enough for 33rd place. Following
Roeth to the finish line were Myers in 42nd
place, Loe 45th, Radimachir 64th, Staley
81st, Shaw 93rd and Peters in 111th
position.

Just in . . .
Mark Lucas, a junior in English Education
at Wright State and a three-year starter as
shortstop on the varsity baseball team, has
signed a contract with the Atlanta Braves.
He will be assigned to a Class A rookie
team next spring. Mark plans to finish his
degree at Wright State as time and
baseball commitments will allow. Recently,
he was named to the second team in an
all-district selection for District IV, Division
·
II. which encompasses all of Ohio,
Kentucky. Indiana, Illinois, and Michigan.

Lectures

• WSU Child-Care
Service?

Breast self-examination, urine testing for
diabetes, blood tests for anemia, vision
test, test of children's development to age
six, test for cancer of the bowel, and
nutrition instruction: Nov. 7, Tipp City
Plaza, Tipp City; Nov. 9, WSU Quad; Nov.
14, Lofino's, Patterson Rd.; Nov. 16,
Routes 35 and 72, Jamestown; Nov. 21 ,
Airway Shopping Center, Airway and
Woodman; Nov. 23, Short Street and
Xenia Rd., Yellow Springs .

Job or Company
Since (date)

Special News _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __,..

Where Have You
Gone Holly
Puterbaugh?
Are you receiving The Wrightstater at the
right address? Holly Puterbaugh isn't. We
know that she received her M.S. in 1971
from Wright State, but we have no idea of
where she now lives. If you know how to
find Holly, please let us know. And if you're
planning a move of your own, don't forget
o keep us informed. All you need do is fill
out the coupon below and mail it to the
Office of Alumni Affairs.

Name
Street
City/State/Zip

